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The Transposenator 3000™ 

Do you need to transpose your music? Maybe you're a singer who needs to lower key of a song that's 
straining your voice. Maybe you're the pianist who is accompanying that singer who is straining your ears. 
Maybe you are a music teacher who needs to transpose some music for different instruments.  

Transposing on sight is super hard to do and trying to do it in your head may lead to a lot of unnecessary 
errors and frustration. Well, do I ever havesomething for you! Introducing....  

The Transposenator 3000™ - an invention that will have you transposing even the most difficult music with 
ease.  

It took me many attempts to make this extraordinary device.This extraordinary hi-tech device uses advanced 
cypher technology which is delivered via a pigment solution (ink) to chemically manufactured cellulose 
fibers (paper) and is guaranteed to make transposing any music super duper easy.  

How to use the Transposenator 3000™  

1. Go to http://bit.ly/Transposenator3000 and download the Transposenator 3000™ 
2. Print the Transposenator 3000™ 
3. Cut out the Transposenator 3000™ 
4. With the print facing in the same direction, place the smaller circle inside the larger circle.  

5. Line up the dots and fasten together with a doohickey.  

When you are ready to transpose, the original key will be on the outside circle and the new key will 
be on the inside circle. To transpose, simply line up the original key on the outside with the new key on the 
inside.  

If the song is originally in the key of D and you want to transpose it to Bb, simply line up the D on the 
outside wheel to the Bb on the inside wheel. Then all you have to do is swap out the notes from the outside 
cirlce to the ones on the inside. Simple!  

To transpose intervallically using the Transposenator 3000™, just turn the wheel. Every turn to the left 
makes the key change by a half step higher. Every turn to the right makes the key change by a half step 
lower. Easy!  

Brenda Earle Stokes is an award-winning pianist, vocalist, composer and educator.  Her performance career 
as a leader and side musician has taken her across the US, Canada, New Zealand and Australia.  A passionate 
educator, she has worked as a clinician, adjudicator and panelist at high schools, colleges and festivals all over the 
world.  She teaches at Fordham University and runs a busy private studio in New York City.  Brenda is the owner and 
creator of Piano and Voice with Brenda; a suite of online courses that cover piano, jazz improvisation and musicianship 
and has a bustling YouTube channel.   

Follow me on Instagram: @BrendaEarleStokes |  Subscribe to my YouTube Channel:  /PianoAndVoiceWithBrenda 
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